Untold, the Unravel Newsletter: November 2020
Greetings from Unravel,
We are re-introducing this newsletter with a reminder: our first-ever
customer conference, also called Untold, is being held this week! You
will get to hear from your peers and improve your knowledge of how to
get the most out of working with Unravel.
So please join us this Thursday, November 19th at 6:15am PST for the
welcome and keynote, from Unravel Co-Founder and CEO Kunal
Agarwal. Four talks follow, immediately after. Attendees get a VIP swag
box!
You can view the event, speaker lineup and signup here:
https://unraveldata.com/untoldconf-2020/
Don’t worry if you can’t attend live on the day. Just register, and we will
send you the session recordings.
Please forward this newsletter to colleagues who might be interested in
Unravel Data and this week’s customer conference.
1. Untold - Our Customer Community Event for #datalovers
This first-of-its-kind event is this Thursday, from 6:15am-10:30am PST.
(Add three hours for the US East Coast; eight hours for London; and
twelve and a half hours for New Delhi.) Our speaking slots quickly filled
with inspiring presentations from DBS Bank, Adobe, 84.51°/Kroger,
Humana, and Mastercard, speaking on the latest DataOps innovations
in the enterprise. Find more information and register here:
https://unraveldata.com/untoldconf-2020/
2. Unravel Release 4.6.2.0 Released to Customers
Unravel software is now more powerful and easier to access. We have
added a new user interface and improved the user experience. We now
have multi-cluster support - an urgent requirement of one key Unravel
customer, and a future requirement for many more. We also have
monitoring for ELK and a new installer. Please read the Unravel Data
4.6.2.0 blog post to learn more.
3. CDO Battlescars Makes a Mark
Kunal recently rounded up key takeaways from our CDO sessions with
big data leaders at Equifax, Anheuser-Busch, DBS Bank, and Unravel.
They discussed DataOps, move to cloud, and more. And Unravel CDO

Sandeep Uttamchandani has launched CDO Battlescars, a new podcast
on all things data, with six intriguing sessions already available. Join
here.
4. Enhanced Visibility for Databricks
Databricks makes key Spark capabilities available in the cloud, adding
flexibility and scalability - and DataOps is crucial to success with
Databricks. Mick Nolen of Unravel explains how Unravel Data enhances
visibility for Databricks, making it easy to optimize resource use and
predict and manage costs. View the Databricks webinar.
5. Ten Steps to Cloud Migration
What’s the big picture on how to move workloads from your on-premises
estate to the cloud? Which workloads to move first? What cloud
platform, and which cloud services, to move them to? We present a tenstep process for successfully mastering cloud migration, with positive
ROI and less stress. Read the blog post and view the Big Data London
webinar.
6. Query or Not to Query in Spark?
Whether, and when, to run a potentially time-consuming Spark query
can be a very expensive question. Unravel engineers Prajakta Kalmegh
and Yusaku Sato are delivering a conference talk for Data + AI Summit
on exactly this topic. They describe a Dash-app called qSteer that
estimates query impact and alerts users of possible delays, with options
as to future time slots when their query might run safely. View the talk.
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